


New chapter 
Hotel Logos*** in Krakow

After almost a quarter of a century of operation, Hotel Logos Kraków *** has reopened!
Hotel Logos Kraków *** has opened in a new version after almost a quarter of a century of operation! In 2015, the 
facility underwent a thorough renovation from the outside and in 2019 brand new and unforgettable interiors were 

created. The new face of the Hotel is a new chapter in our long history.

Logos Kraków means:

new quality of services
stylish interiors

modern technologies
unique restaurant
greater comfort
business zone



* The Logos Kraków facade, restored in 2015



Location
The historic tenement house in which our 
hotel is located is situated in the Old Town 
district, next to the Main Market Square. Our 
guests are only 5 minutes' walk from the 
most important tourist attractions of the city, 
i.e. Kraków Cloth Hall and St. Mary's Church. 
In addition to monuments, the Main Market 
Square is a space where numerous cultural 
events and fairs take place, including the 
famous Christmas market, considered one of 
the most beautiful in Europe.

A few minutes' walk from the Hotel is enough 
to see the legendary dragon and the Wawel 
Royal Castle. A place hides an extraordinary 
history and valuable monuments, including 
the Royal Sigismund Bell cast in 1520.



Lobby
The hotel lobby is a space where guests 
cannot only relax after a trip. It is a place full 
of unique albums, foreign magazines and 
guides from all over the world. Comfortable 
sofas, armchairs, puffs and warm light 
provide guests with comfort and 
convenience. A SMART TV with satellite 
channels completes the zone.

You can find a souvenir shop straight from 
Krakow in our lobby. Hand-painted 
ornaments, embroidered napkins or leather 
notebooks are just some of the objects made 
by local artists that you can buy as souvenirs.



4 types rooms

The newly opened hotel space includes 49 
air-conditioned rooms divided into 

4 categories:

CLASSIC
SUPERIOR

DELUXE
SUITE

The restored rooms are characterized by 
modern design and attention to detail. The 
designed spaces are a unique combination 
of patterns, textures and colors. In the hotel 
we find, among others shades of gray, navy 
blue, brown and the elements of gold, silver 
and powder pink.







Amenities
The Logos Hotel Krakow has 110 beds-places in rooms equipped with comfortable - single or double - beds. 

Each space has:

individually controlled air conditioning
SMART TV with access to satellite channels and data transfer

writing and work desk
WIFI

mini bar
tea and coffee making facilities

the bathrooms in the rooms are equipped with eco cosmetics, soft towels and hair dryers

In addition, the suite includes:

day zone
coffee machine

luxury cosmetics set
night-gown

Some rooms are also equipped with safes.





 SPA zone

There is a SPA zone in the hotel, where guests 
can enjoy massage service and a wide range 
of facial and full body treatments.

In addition, the SPA zone has been expanded 
with a dry sauna, provided the color therapy, 
one of the unconventional methods of 
treatment consisting in exposing the sense of 
sight to appropriately selected colors. There 
are also salt panels in the sauna, creating an 
unique atmosphere and emitting natural 
aerosols and improving the air quality.





Business zone
For those interested in organizing conferences 
or business meetings, we have two renovated 
conference rooms that can accommodate 
about 20 people. Both spaces are fully 
equipped. Inside we can find, among others 
multimedia projector, movable flipchart 
projection screen, microphone, individually 
controlled air-conditioning, high-speed wireless 
Internet, comfortable chairs and a coffee 
machine.

An additional convenience is a hotel catering, 
that can be adjusted depending on the 
individual needs.





Summer patio
There is a patio inside the hotel, that turns 
into a lively space during warm months. An 
open-air meeting with coffee and a hot fruit 
crumble equals a perfect holiday afternoon. 
This possibility is eagerly used by both 
hotel guests and Krakow residents.

The patio is also a space created for 
various types of special events. There is a 
possibility to organize a wedding party, 
baptism or communion events for about 80 
people.







Restaurant “Pod Piątką”
The completed modernization of the hotel is 
also a new chapter for the hotel restaurant. 
From now, guests can enjoy Polish cuisine with 
a local accent in the restaurant "Pod Piątką". It 
is a concept that combines care for the quality 
of products and their origin, as well as 
modernity in the form of sophisticated flavor 
combinations of a very modern cuisine. The 
menu is complemented by a dedicated alcohol 
card with wines selection.

The design is an another advantage of this 
place. Old brick, lots of mirrors, velor and soft 
light. The whole looks a bit mysterious and 
classic at the same time.





Breakfast buffet
“Pod Piątką” restaurant is a space 
intended for breakfasts in the morning. 
The possibility to enjoy out offer involves 
hotel guests for whom the breakfast is 
included in the room price, and Krakow 
residents. The breakfast buffet includes 
a wide selection of hot and cold plates. 
There are also many vegetarian, vegan 
and gluten-free dishes.

Additionally, on special request, our chef 
can prepare a dedicated dish for each 
guest.



Cycling tour

Krakow is a city where the list of 
amazing places to visit is really long.

For those who want to see some 
more of what Krakow has to offer, as 
well as people who like active 
recreation, we can propose a bicycle 
rental.

Visiting the city from this perspective 
is a great pleasure and a chance to 
get to know Krakow better.



Welcome

Hotel Logos is 25 years of 
history, experience and passion 
for the hotel industry.

The restored spaces are a new 
chapter that we hope to create 
together with you. We invite you 
to familiarize yourself with our 
offer for individual, business and 
group guests.

See you soon in magical 
Krakow!



ul. Szujskiego 5
31-123, Kraków

tel. +48 12 631 62 00
email: rezerwacja@hotel-logos.pl 

www.hotel-logos.pl

Facebook: Hotel.Logos
Instagram: Hotellogos_krakow


